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CONTRACT PRICING
WITH ProTrac
Date based contracts
with or without Rebates
Our customer’s competition from Web sites and
other suppliers in the market caused PDSI to
completely revamp ProTrac’s Contract Pricing
Module.
ProTrac Contract Program handles
Contracts that let the distributor’s price change as
the cost of a contract item changes, through the life
of the contract
Contracts that set the sell price regardless of a
change in the product’s Cost
Contracts that track Rebates for a specific vendor
and a reporting process to use ProTrac to claim
rebates
Contracts that can give a different commission rate
for Contract sales
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A ProTrac contract can start with a quote to a customer. You key in all of the items
with its pricing. If you win the bid you do not have to rekey the information into the
contract, you would create an Excel Document directly from ProTrac’s quotes. That
document can be uploaded directly into ProTrac’s Contract Pricing Module.
We have set up a CONTRACT with BENTON’S NEW MARQUIS RESTAURANT
The Set up for this contract starts
in the Contract Pricing File. We
have given the Contract a name,
Description, and a Starting and
Ending Date.
The vendor number is only
important if this Contract is with
a specific vendor and that vendor
is giving you a rebate for some or
all of the items. The contract
that we are using does not have
a rebate attached.
Just assign a vendor to set up the
contract.
Note: We have set up a contract
for just one of Benton’s two
restaurants. The New Marquis
Restaurant in Phoenix is the only
one on the contract. You can set
up a contract for all of Benton’s
restaurants.

At this time you would Down Load from an Excel Document the items that are on this
contract. That number has no limit. The customer’s contract can be a simple few items or be
1000’s of items with special Contract Pricing
You can set across the board discount pricing for a vendor or you can set specific pricing for
individual items. The program is very flexible.
For this contract we started with an Excel document with the items that we want to include
on this contract. The next graphic shows a portion of the list. This document represents 30
plus items on the contract.
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The contract that we are setting up allows your cost to float up with price increases
from your vendor. This is indicated in
Column D - % or $ – I chose percentage. If I had chosen “$” then the selling price
would not vary regardless of your cost
Column E – The Cost that we are using for achieving our sell price is Standard Cost
Column F - The selling price is 138% of the Standard Cost
Column G - If your cost for this item is lower because the vendor is going to rebate dollars
back to you then you would once again put in a “D “For a Dollar amount.
Column H – If your cost was going to change then you would tell ProTrac which cost you are
using. It could be that you want ProTrac to use, Current Cost, or Average Cost for this
calculation
Column I – Whatever Cost you choose you would tell ProTrac what dollar amount or % if you
have chosen a percentage to use for this calculation
Column J – If the vendor is giving you a REBATE you would indicate with a yes or a no - In this
case - No rebate is being offered and you are using 100% of the Std Cost for these items
Column K – Commissions – Because you are giving away more margin to get this business you
may use a different commission structure for a contract. This column indicates a 2 %
commission rate across the board. This commission rate can vary by item.
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Once this Excel document is configured with these column headings, you are ready to
download the entire contract into ProTrac.
Price changes: If pricing changes through the duration of the contract (and you can change the cost
per item on your contract) all electronic price updates will impact the cost on a contract
Price changes: If you have used a flat dollar amount in the contract, electronic inventory price
changes will not impact the price calculated by the contract
Price changes: If you want to review all prices in a contract export the contract to an Excel
document. Make any price changes that you want (or can) and you can import the new prices
right back into ProTrac.
To Create, Change, or Delete a Contract requires Permission from the System Administrator
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Contract Pricing Detail Report

You can set the Price column to be whatever margin you work with on contracts. You can use
List less or Cost Plus. For this example we used a 38.5% Mark up from standard cost standard
cost. You can use a percentage or a flat dollar rate. If you do not assign a different
commission to the contract then the standard sales person’s commission for a product will be
the rate for commission.

Standard Reporting

This program was developed by working
with our customers. If you have specific
needs or requirements, PDSI is willing to
make modification and add new
features.
We set out to give our customers a way
to control an endless list of special
contracts that they have to keep track of
in their day to day. If you have a
different need, give us a call and your
suggestion may be the next “NEW
THING” that we add to ProTrac
Mel Carney
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